
 
 
 
 
 
 
JUNIOR 2 SONG ALLOCATION for DESIGN TASK AND DETAILED 
BRIEF 
 
Come All Ye 
Yulika Tabu 
Olivia McCalla 
Elodie Tims 
Eva Vann-Poletti 
 
Dunkirk Calling 
Dai'Sian-Deja Roach 
Ines Phelan 
Serenity Hainsworth 
Fergus Davey 
 
Hackney Chronicles – The Blitz 
Melita Rochman 
Greta Kilgarriff (child) 
Grace Zanotti-Wallgren (child) 
Liberty Richardson-Bamber (child) 
Edward Skrine (child) 
 
 
SOME THOUGHTS FROM SUE for EACH SONG TO GIVE YOU IDEAS 
You do not need to stick to this if you have other thoughts about what you would like to present 
 
COME ALL YE 
- Setting: The Harbour at Ramsgate 
- Description: All the boats in harbour are getting ready to leave.  They are small, large, smart, 

dirty.  Every and any boat or ship available 
- Characters: People from every walk of life (as listed in the song).  Anyone and everyone joining 

together to help 
 
DUNKIRK CALLING 
- Setting: The beach at Dunkirk 
- Description: The beach would be full of soldiers in lines trying to board boats.  Bombers would 

be flying over dropping bombs and trying to stop them leaving.  The Mole, the large walkway 
from the beach to the big warships would be very visible 

- Characters: Soldier, dirty, scared and tired 
 
THE BLITZ 
- Setting: A Hackney street or The Underground Shelter 
- Description: At the beginning the street would be intact but after the raid there would be 

nothing left, just piles of rubble and the remains of your homes and belongings.  



- OR The Shelter will fill up with people and belongings – favourite objects they don’t want to 
lose or practical items like bedding 

- Characters: Women, Neighbours, Mothers, Children 
 
 
DESIGN/PICTURE TASK 
Create a picture of the song you have been given. You can draw, paint, use collage or any format 
you’d like, Take a photo or Scan it and then: 
 
Email it to: Saturday.programme@hmdtmusic.org.uk by 8 May. 
 


